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Definition of gainsay. transitive verb. 1: to declare to be
untrue or invalid. 2: contradict, oppose did not dare to
gainsay the king.
Word of the Day | gainsay - The New York Times
gainsay definition: to refuse to accept something as the
truth. Learn more.
Gainsay - Meaning, Usage, Examples - WinEveryGame Lexicon
Gainsay, a verb, means "contradict" or "speak out against."
When you challenge authority, you gainsay, as in teachers
don't like it when unruly students gainsay them.
Gainsay - Meaning, Usage, Examples - WinEveryGame Lexicon
Gainsay, a verb, means "contradict" or "speak out against."
When you challenge authority, you gainsay, as in teachers
don't like it when unruly students gainsay them.

Gainsay, Gainsayer, Gainsaying - Vine's Expository Dictionary
of New Testament Words
To gainsay is to declare false or to contradict. It's a
transitive verb, meaning it has to act upon something. So you
can't just say “I gainsay,” period; you have to.
Gainsay in Spanish | English to Spanish Translation SpanishDict
Oct 22, - Gainsay. Most dictionaries mark this verb — to deny
or contradict — as formal or literary; some go further and
suggest it's archaic; the Oxford.
Gainsay | Race Record & Form | Racing Post
Define gainsay. gainsay synonyms, gainsay pronunciation,
gainsay translation, English dictionary definition of gainsay.
tr.v. gain·said, gain·say·ing, gain·says 1.
Gainsay Definition and Meaning - Bible Dictionary
say in opposition to”), equivalent to gain- + say. Compare Old
Danish gensige (“to speak against; gainsay”), Swedish gensaga
(“a speaking against; protest”).
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wisdom that none of your adversaries will be able to withstand
or contradict. Are you watching or missing something?
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all Gainsay their peace till at last Agelaus son of Damastor
said, "No one should take offence at what has just been said,
nor Gainsay it, for it is quite reasonable.
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